
Assistant Chef

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

20+ years of cooking experience.Looking to acquire, through hard work, dedication and extensive 
industry experience, a long term career opportunity. I want on-going growth and development 
with a company that possess the patience and latitude of autonomy throughout that process. 
Motivated, dedicated, and work with peaked awareness and a sense of urgency.

Skills

Microsoft Office, Customer Service Experience, Ability.

Work Experience

Assistant Chef
ABC Corporation  July 2003 – June 2004 
 Prepared food items consistently and in compliance with recipes, portioning, cooking and 

waste control guidelines.
 Verified proper portion sizes and consistently attained high food quality standards.
 Actively involved in cost control, sanitation, menu development, training, recruitment, private 

dining, and catering.
 Led shifts while personally preparing food items and executing requests based on required 

specifications.
 Inspected kitchens to observe food preparation quality and service, food appearance and 

cleanliness of production and service areas.
 Properly labeled and stored all raw food ingredients including produce, meat, fish, poultry, 

dairy and dry goods in the appropriate storage room, walk-in refrigerator, freezer or cooler.
 Changed and sanitized all cutting boards, benches, and surfaces when beginning a new task 

to avoid cross-contamination.

Assistant Chef
ABC Corporation  2000 – 2003 
 Prepped food within 300 seat corporate dining facility, with ability to accurately cut 

ingredients to specifications and prepare stocks and entree items.
 Head breakfast cook.
 Prepped and cooked all breakfast items for a la cart breakfast line Prepared all boxed salads 

focusing on variety and presentation.
 Trained prep and deli line servers with no prior experience to prep deli line for service of over 

300 diners.
 Managed and checked food quality prioritizing ingredients and reducing food waste.
 Ensured supplies were consistently available, replenishing items as required in aid of head 

chef.
 Quickly learned any new recipes and food preparation techniques, often training other prep 

cooks..
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